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Description

The present invention relates to a label printer for printing characters, bar codes, and the like on labels (tags) such as clothing tags, distribution labels, and the like. More particularly, the present invention relates to a manner of printing used when the label size is larger than the memory size of a frame buffer on which information to be printed on a label is drawn.

As described in U.S.-A-4 662 194, when the label size is larger than the memory size of a frame buffer on which information to be printed on a label (bit map image) is drawn, the information is printed on the label as follows. More specifically, when a plurality of drawing fields (e.g., bar code drawing fields B1 and B2, and character drawing fields C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5 shown in Fig. 6) are printed on a label, the label is divided into a plurality of areas at portions including no drawing fields, as indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 6, and the drawing fields in the respective divided areas are sequentially drawn on the frame buffer, thereby printing information on one label.

According to this known method of dividing a label into a plurality of areas at portions including no drawing fields, however, when drawing fields B1, B2, C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5 are printed on a label in a layout shown in Fig. 7, for example, it is difficult to divide the label at portions including no drawing fields.

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to provide a label printer and a label printing method, capable of printing drawing fields on a label regardless of the layout of the fields when the label size is larger than the memory size of a frame buffer.

This object is attained by the label printer according to claim 1.

This invention can be more fully understood from the following detailed description when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figs. 1 to 5 and Figs. 8 to 12 show an embodiment of the present invention, in which:

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a label printer;
Fig. 2 is a view showing a frame buffer;
Fig. 3 shows a label size, and a layout of drawing fields;
Fig. 4 is a flow chart showing label printing control by a CPU;
Figs. 5A to 5C show drawing procedures of contents of divided areas onto the frame buffer;
Fig. 6 shows a conventional label;
Fig. 7 shows a label layout which cannot be printed by a conventional method;
Figs. 8A and 8B show character strings to be printed;
Figs. 9A and 9B show bar codes to be printed;
Fig. 10 is a flow chart showing a sequence for selecting characters and bar codes to be drawn in units of divided areas (A1, A2, and A3 in Fig. 3);
Fig. 11 is a flow chart showing a sequence for obtaining coordinates of four corners of character strings (Figs. 8A and 8B) selected in Fig. 10;
Fig. 12 is a flow chart showing a sequence for obtaining coordinates of four corners of bar codes (Figs. 9A and 9B) selected in Fig. 10.

An embodiment of the present invention will be described below with reference to the accompanying drawings.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a label printer. Reference numeral 11 denotes a CPU (central processing unit) constituting a control unit main body. 12, a ROM (read-only memory) for storing program data used by CPU 11 to control respective units; 13, a RAM (random-access memory), including frame buffer 13a (Fig. 2), for externally received printing data, and the like; 14, a transmission interface for performing communication control with an externally connected host device (not shown); and 15, an I/O port.

CPU 11 is connected to ROM 12, RAM 13, transmission interface 14, and I/O port 15 via bus line 16.

I/O port 15 is connected to motor driver 18 for driving stepping motor 17 for performing convey control of labels, head driver 20 for driving thermal dot head 19 for printing information on labels, and sensor 21 for detecting label positions. Note that the present invention may be applied to other label printers disclosed in, e.g., U.S. Patent No. 4,662,194 (Umematsu).

The origin (0, 0) of label 22 in Fig. 3 can be determined as follows.

Assume that sensor 21 is positioned on the center line of label 22 which has width Lx with respect to the feeding direction to thermal head 19. When leading edge 22x of label 22 reaches the position of sensor 21, sensor 21 outputs a signal which is used to detect the y-axis origin (0) on the center line of label 22. In this case, since the value of width Lx of label 22 is known, the x-axis origin (0) can be detected by shifting from the detected center line position (y=0) toward the left side on the x-axis, by Lx/2. Thus, CPU 11 can calculate from the signal output timing of sensor 21 the origin (0, 0) located at the upper left corner of label 22.

Incidentally, if left side edge 22y of label 22 is always set at a predetermined fixed position irrespective of various values of label width Lx, CPU 11 can detect the origin (0, 0) directly from the signal output timing of sensor 21 which is located on the line of left side edge 22y of label 22.

CPU 11 performs printing control shown in Fig. 4 on the basis of program data stored in ROM 12.

Now, a case will be examined below wherein bar code drawing fields B1 and B2, and character drawing fields C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5 are printed in a layout shown in Fig. 3 on label 22 (Fig. 3) which has a size larger than the size (e.g., 64 Kbyte) of frame buffer 13a.

In this case, CPU 11 divides label 22 into areas each having a size (32 Kbyte) half that of frame buffer 13a.
(ST10). More specifically, division lines are set, as indicated by dotted lines L1 and L2 in Fig. 3, thereby dividing label 22 into three divided areas A1, A2, and A3. In this case, coordinate data of division lines L1 and L2 on the label are stored in RAM 13.

Characters and bar codes to be drawn are selected in units of divided areas A1, A2, and A3 (ST12). More specifically, drawing fields C1, C2, C3, and B1 included in divided area A1 either entirely or partially are selected, drawing fields C3, C4, C5, B1, and B2 included in divided area A2 either entirely or partially are selected, and drawing fields C3, C4, C5, and B2 included in divided area A3 either entirely or partially are selected (a selection method will be described later with reference to Fig. 10).

In this state, upper half UB (first half of all the addresses) of frame buffer 13b is designated as a drawing enable area, and the content of divided area A1, i.e., drawing fields C1, C2, C3, and B1 are drawn (ST14), as shown in Fig. 5A. Upon completion of this drawing, dot head 19 and stepping motor 17 are driven to start printing of the drawn content, i.e., divided area A1 (ST16).

Subsequently, lower half LB (second half of the addresses) of frame buffer 13a is designated as a drawing enable area, and the content of divided area A2, i.e., drawing fields C3, C4, C5, B1, and B2 are drawn (ST18), as shown in Fig. 5B.

In this state, the control waits for completion of printing of divided area A1 (ST20). Upon completion of printing of divided area A1 (YES in ST20), the control waits for completion of drawing of divided area A2 to frame buffer 13a (ST22).

Upon completion of drawing of divided area A2 (YES in ST22), printing of divided area A2 is started (ST24). In this case, when drawing of divided area A2 has already been completed upon completion of printing of divided area A1, printing of divided area A2 is immediately started. More specifically, if one (A2) of a plurality of areas (A1 to A3) has already been drawn, printing of the drawn area (A2) can be performed while drawing another area (A3). In this manner, when drawing to buffer 13a and printing on label 22 are executed in parallel, a time required for completing labeling printing can be shortened. The upper half (UB) of frame buffer 13a is cleared (ST26).

Subsequently, the double length of length W of the divided area is subtracted from a designated Y coordinate (longitudinal direction of label 22), and the result of subtraction is set as the Y coordinate (position of line L3) of divided area A3 (ST28).

The upper half of frame buffer 13a is designated as the drawing enable area, and the content of divided area A3, i.e., drawing fields C3, C4, C5, and B2 are drawn, as shown in Fig. 5C (ST30).

In this state, the control waits for completion of printing of divided area A2 (ST32). When printing of divided area A2 is completed (YES in ST32), the control waits for completion of drawing of divided area A3 on frame buffer 13a (ST34).

When drawing of divided area A3 is completed (YES in ST34), printing of divided area A3 is started (ST36). In this case, when drawing of divided area A3 has already been completed upon completion of printing of divided area A2, printing of divided area A3 is immediately started. In this state, the control waits for completion of printing of divided area A3 (ST38).

If the coordinates on the upper left corner of label 22 in Fig. 5C are represented by (0, 0), drawing fields in Fig. 5B are present at minus coordinates. However, these minus coordinates are theoretical ones, and are managed by an operating system software program of CPU 11. In other words, no frame buffer area for minus coordinates is physically present.

In this embodiment with the above arrangement, when information is printed on a label having a size (e.g., 100 Kbyte) larger than the size (e.g., 64 Kbyte) of frame buffer 13a, even if a plurality of fields C1 to C5, and B1 and B2 are laid out on a label (i.e., even if there are no portions including no drawing fields when the label is divided), the label need only be divided into areas each having half the size of the frame buffer 13a.

For example, label 22 shown in Fig. 3 can be divided into three divided areas A1, A2, and A3 by division lines crossing drawing fields, as indicated by dotted lines L1 and L2 in Fig. 3.

As a result of this dividing operation, character drawing field C3 extends over divided areas A1, A2, and A3, bar code drawing field B1 extends over divided areas A1 and A2, and character drawing fields C4 and C5, and bar code drawing field B2 extend over divided areas A2 and A3.

Drawing fields C1, C2, C3, and B1 included in divided area A1 either entirely or partially are selected, drawing fields C3, C4, C5, B1, and B2 included in divided area A2 either entirely or partially are selected, and drawing fields C3, C4, C5, B1, and B2 included in divided area A3 either entirely or partially are selected.

The upper and lower halves of frame buffer 13a are alternately designated as a drawing enable area, and the contents of divided areas A1, A2, and A3 are sequentially drawn on the frame buffer, and are sequentially printed.

More specifically, the upper half of frame buffer 13a is designated as the drawing enable area, and the content of divided area A1 is drawn. Upon completion of this drawing, the drawn content is printed. The lower half of frame buffer 13a is designated as the drawing enable area, and the content of divided area A2 is drawn. Upon completion of printing of divided area A1, and upon completion of drawing of divided area A2, printing of divided area A2 is subsequently started. In addition, the upper half of frame buffer 13a is cleared. Furthermore, the upper half of frame buffer 13a is designated as the drawing enable area, and the content of divided area A3 is drawn. Upon completion of printing of divided area A2, and upon completion of drawing of divided area A3,
printing of divided area A3 is then started. When printing of divided area A3 is completed, printing of one label is ended.

Figs. 8A and 8B show character strings to be printed. Fig. 8A shows a case wherein a character string "ABCD" is aligned in the horizontal direction (X-axis direction) of label 22, and Fig. 8B shows a case wherein a character string "ABCD" is aligned in the vertical direction (Y-axis direction) of label 22.

Figs. 9A and 9B show bar codes to be printed. Fig. 9A shows a case wherein bar codes are aligned in the horizontal direction (X-axis direction) of label 22, and Fig. 9B shows a case wherein bar codes are aligned in the vertical direction (Y-axis direction) of label 22.

Fig. 10 is a flow chart showing in detail selection processing in step ST12 in Fig. 4. First, whether label printing data fetched from the host device (not shown) to the printer shown in Fig. 1 are characters or bar codes is discriminated (ST50).

If the fetched data are characters (YES in ST50), the coordinates of four corners (P1 to P4 in Fig. 8A or 8B) of a rectangular region surrounding the fetched characters are detected (ST52). If the fetched data are bar codes (NO in ST50), the coordinates of four corners (P1 to P4 in Fig. 9A or 9B) of a rectangular region surrounding the fetched bar codes are detected (ST54). If fetching of printing data (characters or bar codes) to be drawn on a label is completed (YES in ST56), the fetched characters and bar codes are distributed to divided areas A1 to A3 in Fig. 3 on the basis of the detected coordinates of the four corners (ST58).

Fig. 11 is a flow chart showing in detail coordinate determination processing in step ST52 in Fig. 10. If the fetched characters are aligned to be parallel to the widthwise direction of label 22, as shown in Fig. 8A (no rotation; YES in ST521), coordinates P1 (X1, Y1) of the upper left corner of the region surrounding the characters are defined as given coordinates assigned to the characters (ST522). After coordinates P1 (X1, Y1) are determined, coordinate Y2 indicating the height of the characters is calculated on the basis of the sum of Y1 and (vertical dots of character) × (magnification for character height) (ST523), and coordinate X2 indicating the total width of the characters is calculated on the basis of the sum of X1 and (horizontal dots of character) × (magnification for character width) × (character number) (ST524).

When the fetched characters are aligned in the longitudinal direction of label 22, as shown in Fig. 8B (90° rotation; NO in ST521), coordinate P1 (X1, Y1) of the upper left corner of the region surrounding the characters are defined as given coordinates assigned to the characters (ST525). After coordinates P1 (X1, Y1) are determined, coordinate Y2 indicating the total width of the characters is calculated on the basis of the sum of Y1 and (horizontal dots of character) × (magnification for character width) × (character number) (ST526), and coordinate X2 indicating the height of the characters is calculated on the basis of the sum of X1 and (vertical dots of character) × (magnification for character height) (ST527).

Fig. 12 is a flow chart showing in detail coordinate determination processing in step ST54 in Fig. 10. If the fetched bar codes are aligned to be parallel to the widthwise direction of label 22, as shown in Fig. 8A (no rotation; YES in ST541), coordinates P1 (X1, Y1) of the upper left corner of the region surrounding the bar codes are defined as given coordinates assigned to the bar codes (ST542). After coordinates P1 (X1, Y1) are determined, coordinate Y2 indicating the height of the bar codes is calculated on the basis of the sum of Y1 and vertical dots (the height of the bar codes) (ST543), and coordinate X2 indicating the total width of the bar codes is calculated on the basis of the sum of X1 and (dots of one character) × (character number) (ST544).

When the fetched bar codes are aligned in the longitudinal direction of label 22, as shown in Fig. 8B (90° rotation; NO in ST541), coordinate P1 (X1, Y1) of the upper left corner of the region surrounding the bar codes are defined as given coordinates assigned to the bar codes (ST545). After coordinates P1 (X1, Y1) are determined, coordinate Y2 indicating the total width of the bar codes is calculated on the basis of the sum of Y1 and (dots of one character) × (character number) (ST546), and coordinate X2 indicating the height of the bar codes is calculated on the basis of the sum of X1 and (vertical dots of bar code) (ST547).

In this manner, all the drawing fields included in each of divided areas A1 to A3 either entirely or partially are selected, the drawing enable area of frame buffer 13a is designated in this state, and the content of each divided area is drawn on frame buffer 13a and is then printed on a label. Therefore, even if the division lines (L1, L2) cross the drawing fields (B1, B2, C3, C4, C5), label printing can be performed without posing a problem. In other words, drawing fields can be printed on a label regardless of their layout. Therefore, since label printing is not limited, practicability can be improved.

In the above embodiment, a label subjected to printing is divided into three areas. However, the present invention is not limited to this, as a matter of course.

In the above embodiment, the frame buffer is divided into upper and lower halves in use. However, the present invention is not limited to this. The frame buffer may be used without being divided. In this case, a label is divided into two areas.

In the above embodiment, the size of characters, character interval, the magnification and height of bar codes are left unchanged. However, even if these parameters are changed, the present invention is applicable.

As described above, according to the present invention, when the label size is larger than the memory size of a frame buffer, printing can be performed regardless of the layout of drawing fields on a label, thus improving practicability.
Claims

1. A label printer comprising:
   - a frame buffer (13a) on which information (characters or bar codes) to be printed on a label (22) is drawn, and which has a predetermined storage size;
   - means (11) for dividing said label (22) into a plurality of areas (A1 - A3), when a size of said label (22) is larger than the storage size of said frame buffer (13a);
   - means (11) for drawing a plurality of drawing fields (B1 - B2, C1 - C5), included in any of said divided areas (A1 - A3) and including the information to be printed, on a drawing enable area (UB or LB) of said frame buffer (13a), so that the information to be printed drawn on said drawing enable area (UB or LB) is printed on said label (22), a size of said drawing enable area (UB or LB) being not more than the storage size of said frame buffer (13a); and
   - means (11) for detecting which divided area (A1 - A3) includes each drawing field (B1 - B2, C1 - C5), characterized in that said detection means (11) includes means (11) for obtaining coordinates of corners (P1 - P4) of each drawing field on said label (22), and detects which divided area (A1 - A3) includes each drawing field (B1 - B2, C1 - C5), or each part of a drawing field which extends over two divided areas, on the basis of the coordinates of the obtained corners.

2. A printer according to claim 1, further comprising:
   means (11) for drawing on the drawing enable area (UB or UB+LB) the drawing field contained in one of the divided areas of said label (22); and
   means (22) for drawing on the drawing enable area (LB or UB) the drawing field contained in another one of the divided areas of said label (22).

3. A printer according to claim 1, characterized in that said frame buffer (13a) includes a first drawing enable area (UB) and a second drawing enable area (LB) each serving as the drawing enable area (UB, LB), and a size of each of said first and second drawing enable areas is substantially half the storage size of said frame buffer (13a).

4. A printer according to claim 3, further comprising means (11) for drawing information to be printed next on said second drawing enable area (LB) while printing on said label (22) the information to be printed on said first drawing enable area (UB).

5. A printer according to claim 4, further comprising means (11) for clearing a content of said first drawing enable area (UB) and then drawing the information to be printed next on said first drawing enable area while printing on said label (22) the information to be printed drawn on said second drawing enable area (LB).

6. A printer according to claim 1, characterized in that the drawing field (B1 - B2, C1 - C5) has substantially a rectangular shape.

7. A printer according to claim 6, characterized in that the information to be printed includes characters.

8. A printer according to claim 6, characterized in that the information to be printed includes bar codes.

9. A printer according to claim 6, characterized in that the information to be printed includes a variable character string.

10. A printer according to claim 6, characterized in that the information to be printed includes bar codes whose shape is variable.

Patentansprüche

1. Etikettendrucker:
   - mit einem Bildwiederholspeicher (13a), von welchem auf ein Etikett (22) zu drückende Informationen (Zeichen oder Strichcodes) abgerufen werden, und welcher eine vorgegebene Speichergröße hat;
   - mit einer Einheit (11), welche das Etikett (22) in mehrere Flächen (A1 - A3) unterteilt, wenn die Größe des Etiketts (22) die Speichergröße des Bildwiederholspeichers (13a) übersteigt;
   - mit einer Einheit (11), welche mehrere Abruffelder (B1 - B2, C1 - C5) abruft, welche in einer der Teilflächen (A1 - A3) enthalten sind und die zu drückende Information auf einer Abruf-Frei- gabefläche (UB oder LB) des Bildwiederhol- speichers (13a) aufweisen, so daß die zu drückende und der Abruf-Frei- gabefläche (UB oder LB) zugeführte Information auf das Etikett (22) gedruckt wird, wobei die Größe der Abruf- Frei- gabefläche (UB oder LB) nicht größer als die Speichergröße des Bildwiederholspeichers
(13a) ist; und
dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Erfassungseinheit (11) eine Einheit (11) aufweist, um Koordinaten der Ecken (P1 - P4) jedes Abrufteldes auf dem Etikett (22) zu erzielen, und welche erfaßt, welche Teilfläche (A1 - A3) jedes Abruftfeld (B1 - B2, C1 - C5) oder jeden Teil eines Abrufteldes, welcher über zwei Teilflächen verläuft, basierend auf den Koordinaten der erzielten Ecken aufweist.

2. Drucker nach Anspruch 1, gekennzeichnet:
- durch eine Einheit (11), welche der Abruft-Freigabefläche (UB oder UB+LB) das Abruftfeld zuführt, welches in einer der Teilflächen des Etiketts (22) enthalten ist; und
durch eine Einheit (22), welche der Abruft-Freigabefläche (LB oder UB) das Abruftfeld zuführt, welches in einer anderen der Teilflächen des Etiketts (22) enthalten ist.

3. Drucker nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß der Bildwiederholspiecher (13a) eine erste Abruft-Freigabefläche (UB) und eine zweite Abruft-Freigabefläche (LB) aufweist, die jeweils als Abruft-Freigabefläche (UB, LB) dienen, und daß die Größe jeder der ersten und zweiten Abruft-Freigabeflächen im wesentlichen die Hälfte der Speichergröße des Bildwiederholspiechers (13a) beträgt.

4. Drucker nach Anspruch 3, gekennzeichnet durch eine Einheit (11), welche die als nächste zu druckende Information der zweiten Abruft-Freigabefläche (LB) zuführt, während das Etikett (22) mit Information bedruckt wird, die von der ersten Abruft-Freigabefläche (UB) zugeführt wurde.

5. Drucker nach Anspruch 4, gekennzeichnet durch eine Einheit (11), welche den Inhalt der ersten Abruft-Freigabefläche (UB) löscht und anschließend die als nächstes zu druckende Information der ersten Abruft-Freigabefläche zuführt, während auf das Etikett (22) die zu druckende Information von der zweiten Abruft-Freigabefläche (LB) zugeführt wird.

6. Drucker nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das Abruftfeld (B1 - B2, C1 - C5) im wesentlichen rechteckförmig ist.

7. Drucker nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die zu druckende Information Zeichen aufweist.

8. Drucker nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die zu druckende Information Strichcodes aufweist.

9. Drucker nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die zu druckende Information variable Zeichensätze aufweist.

10. Drucker nach Anspruch 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die zu druckende Information variabel geformte Strichcodes aufweist.

Revendications

1. Imprimante d'étiquettes comprenant :
un tampon d'image (13a) sur lequel une information (des caractères ou des codes à barres) à imprimer sur une étiquette (22) est tracée et qui présente une taille de stockage prédéterminée ;
un moyen (11) pour diviser ladite étiquette (22) selon une pluralité de zones (A1-A3) lorsqu'une taille de l'étiquette (22) est supérieure à la taille de stockage dudit tampon d'image (13a) ;
un moyen (11) pour tracer une pluralité de zones de tracé (B1-B2, C1-C5) incluses dans l'une quelconque desdites zones divisées (A1-A3) et incluant l'information à imprimer sur une zone de validation de tracé (UB ou LB) dudit tampon d'image (13a) de telle sorte que l'information à imprimer tracée sur ladite zone de validation de tracé (UB ou LB) soit imprimée sur ladite étiquette (22), une taille de ladite zone de validation de tracé (UB ou LB) n'étant pas supérieure à la taille de stockage dudit tampon d'image (13a) ;
et un moyen (11) pour détecter quelle zone divisée (A1-A3) inclut chaque zone de tracé (B1-B2, C1-C5), caractérisée en ce que :
edit moyen de détection (11) inclut un moyen (11) pour obtenir des coordonnées d'angles (P1-P4) de chaque zone de tracé sur ladite étiquette (22) et détecte quelle zone divisée (A1-A3) inclut chaque zone de tracé (B1-B2, C1-C5) ou chaque partie d'une zone de tracé qui s'étend sur deux zones divisées, sur la base des coordonnées des angles obtenus.

2. Imprimante selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :
un moyen (11) pour tracer sur la zone de vali-
3. Imprimante selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que ledit tampon d'image (13a) inclut une première zone de validation de tracé (UB) et une seconde zone de validation de tracé (LB) dont chacune sert de zone de validation de tracé (UB, LB), et la taille de chacune desdites première et seconde zones de validation de tracé est sensiblement la moitié de la taille de stockage dudit tampon d'image (13a).

4. Imprimante selon la revendication 3, comprenant en outre un moyen (11) pour tracer une information à imprimer ensuite sur ladite seconde zone de validation de tracé (LB) tout en imprimant sur ladite étiquette (22) l'information à imprimer tracée sur ladite première zone de validation de tracé (UB).

5. Imprimante selon la revendication 4, comprenant en outre un moyen (11) pour remettre à zéro un contenu de ladite première zone de validation de tracé (UB) puis pour tracer l'information à imprimer ensuite sur ladite première zone de validation de tracé tout en imprimant sur ladite étiquette (22) l'information à imprimer tracée sur ladite seconde zone de validation de tracé (LB).

6. Imprimante selon la revendication 1, caractérisée en ce que la zone de tracé (B1-B2, C1-C5) présente sensiblement une forme rectangulaire.

7. Imprimante selon la revendication 6, caractérisée en ce que l'information à imprimer inclut des caractères.

8. Imprimante selon la revendication 6, caractérisée en ce que l'information à imprimer inclut des codes à barres.

9. Imprimante selon la revendication 6, caractérisée en ce que l'information à imprimer inclut une chaîne de caractères variable.

10. Imprimante selon la revendication 6, caractérisée en ce que l'information à imprimer inclut des codes à barres dont la forme est variable.
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